I

was reading: The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights has counted so far: 271 318 dead Syrians, of whom 13,500 are children

(February 23, 2016) and the French NGO Handicap International has counted about 1 million. Injured.

Before the civil war, the country had a population of about 23 million. Now 13.5 million are affected or displaced by the war
(UN, January 12, 2016). Of these 4.7 million, were forced to leave the country.
The "largest population of refugees for a single collision in a generation" (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, July 2015).
I can not imagine a human not to freak after reading this data.
Who is to blame for this? Those who started the war or those who kept silent when the first “dark clouds” appeared?
Who created the war in Syria? Who bombarded Syria? Who, in any way, supported the war in Syria? Who said that Germany
can hold one million refugees? This was said by Angela Merkel the German Chancellor! And later - after the rapid decline in her
popularity she regretted the above said. Meanwhile, the refugees had begun to seek “paths” for asylum countries .
As for the borders, they were closed by the European Union (...) You’ve got to be blind and hysterical to blame the refugees,
for the refugee crisis… or being “paid”…!!! And it's vulgar, to play political games, using refugees trapped in a country, after the
closure of the surrounding borders, “ wrote a blogger kid in his article titled: I Am a Refugee (pitsirikos.net).
The EU border closed, in violation of international refugee law, according to which, people who leave the country persecuted,
must be protected, when they enter illegally, into another country.
So to consider their request for asylum, the country of entry is obliged to provide a three-year residence permit and travel
documents, in order for them to migrate legally in another country.
Why did they violate the rights of these people? Because, fascism and racism, festers in Europe and the center-right or
right-wings, of social democratic governments follow policies, in order not to happen to lose votes and fascism not to gain
power. But the fascists are already there.

In Slovenia fascist formations entered the parliament. In Hungary the ruling party (Fidesz) adopted anti-refugee rhetoric in
order to raise popularity rates by selling the idea of "Christian crusades" against barbarian invaders. In Poland, the Law and
Justice party, who won the elections, spreads paranoia and racism recitals : "immigrants bring and protozoa parasites,to our
country ". In Czech Republic the country's president Miloš Zeman, is spreading terror by saying that behind refugee waves,
there is a conspiracy plan, of Europe’s conquest. While the fascist party Dawn in the Czech Republic acquires extra strength, just
like the Popular Party in Estonia. In Austria the fascist Freedom Party climbed to 3d place, while at the polls it reaches 34%.
In Denmark the political spectrum is increasingly turning to the very right in order to compete with the rates of the Popular
Party (21.1% in 2015). Finally the recent local elections in three states in Germany, the Eurosceptic party Alternative für
Deutschland saw its rates to take off thanks to its xenophobic rhetoric.
I think we should be crazy, not to worry about what's coming next.
Fascism and the revival of the monsters, like - at the past - is at our door. It used to be Jews who were the victims and then it
all blew, throughout Europe. Today refugees and then what? Who is next? Will history repeat its self?
"The solution is not to imprison refugees in camps," writes in the aforementioned article, the blogger journalist and continues:
"Refugees are uprooted people, not criminals. The only real solution is to stop the war in Syria. (...) I do not care about the
European Union nor the "principles and values" of Europe. I'm a human and I'm passing from this life and this planet.
Therefore I can only be with people, who are in need. The refugees are in need and I can only be with them.
Most have understood that. And they show it, in their own way. "
I read a tweet: «Refugees at the mercy of a handful of idiots» (@SpoilerDerden). I cant help not to come to my mind the
definition of The Stupid Man . The Basic Laws of Human Stupidity : "Stupid is called the person, whose actions cause damage to
another person or a group of people , without making any profit in the end and while even risking to experience, damages”.
Its not a secret , that idiots are many, even among the most famous Nobelists or those in leadership positions!
Historically a handful of idiots, led to the carnage of the First World War. Idiots also created the Versailles Treaty, which led to
the rise of Hitler. Result; 100 million dead and a continent ruined by the First and Second World!!!
Idiots with petty considerations and failures led to the Global economic crisis of 2008, causing undescribed suffering to masses.
Idiots tore and dissolve Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Syria, Yemen for the interests of certain companies.
All this, reminds me of The Ship of Fools, a painting by Hieronymus Bosch. It is a metaphor for the folly of mankind untargeted
sailing, towards where the wind blows.

